“Never in modern history have we just rolled over and said, ‘Yes, we must totally submit to infectious diseases.’ It’s a bizarre and unprecedented situation.”

Video: David Berger, a remote area general practioner in northern Australia, endorses Global Inquest into COVID-19 pandemic
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In this World Socialist Web Site video interview, Dr David Berger explains his opposition to the official “let it rip” response to COVID-19 and its immediate and long-term social consequences.

Berger discusses his experiences over the past decade working as an emergency doctor in remote Australia and the failure of Australian governments to protect these highly vulnerable communities. He warns that the retrogressive and unscientific government and media responses to the coronavirus are a threat to society and offers his enthusiastic support for the Global Workers’ Inquest into the COVID-19 Pandemic.

We encourage readers to share this interview widely on social media and watch study other material on the Global Worker’s Inquest into the Covid-19 Pandemic page on the WSWS.